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The “Moluccas have almost been ignored in recent times even by writers of travel books and fiction”
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The Indonesian invasion of East Timor in November 1975, after twelve days of independence, evoked reaction from human

rights groups, journalists, and intellectuals in the West.

Linguist diversity of East Timor



It has long been observed that the Austronesian languages of Wallacea display Papuan influences. Some linguists have

attempted to define linguistic Wallacea in terms of this hybridity. 
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There is evidence that Linguistic Wallacea is the result of prehistoric interactions between Austronesian migrants and a

pre-existing population of seafaring Papuan agriculturalists, who were already well established in Wallacea before the

Austronesians arrived.

Wallacea is at the cross-roads of the Austronesian and Melanesian worlds.

Wallacea is the westernmost region in which languages from Papuan families are found alongside languages of the

Austronesian family.

Stone building was an indigenous tradition in the southeastern corner of Indonesia which subsequently was extended to

stone fortifications around villages, which spread across southern Maluku.
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From 2017,
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When the Dutch arrived in modern-day Indonesia at the turn of the 16th century, their sole mission was to wrest control of

the East Indies spice trade.





“Geert Wilders’ anti-Islam rhetoric Islam recalls earlier eras of Dutch politics.”





Wilders was born to a Dutch father and a mixed-race mother born in the Dutch East Indies.

“Wilders’ extreme proposals and blunt speaking do appeal to a remarkable number of Dutch voters who feel bewildered by

globalization and ignored by their more orthodox politicians.”

https://t.co/R7yHEeG40Q

“Sneered at by Dutch colonialists, the Eurasians would stress their Dutch identity.”

https://t.co/R7yHEeG40Q


“Ringed by bodyguards, he might, for instance, make a fleeting appearance at a market in some PVV stronghold to hand out

pepper sprays (to deter aggressive Muslim men) to adoring supporters.”



Wilders calls young Muslim men “street terrorists” and “testosterone bombs” who endanger Dutch women.



Wilders has pushed the Dutch government further to the right.
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